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PRAYER FOUR 
PRIESTESS APPRENTICE LEVEL ONE 2019 

~ A Prayer for a Return to “My Medicine”/”Calling In” of My Medicine 

Animal-Totem ~ 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: What is your totem animal? Who helps you in your times of 

trouble? What can you call on when you are ready to plant new seeds? What 

animals or animal symbols keep showing up in your life? Is it hawk, 

wolf/coyote/dog, raven/crow, buffalo, ant, giraffe, dolphin?  

Use this prayer to pray for your highest good and a return to your 

intrinsic, divine medicine with the help of your allies and friends. In this prayer 

(invocation), you will be calling in the Animal Spirit best suited for your path at 

this time in Priestess Apprentice. You cannot “choose” it/him/her; You are 

chosen (it knows you)(or, rather, you have chosen one another in a different 

consciousness/dimension/long ago). But you can say this prayer anytime (well, 

if done in right ritual and sacred space) you are in a time of change seeking 

new insights and guidance. The word “totem” (“totem pole”, “totem spirit”) 

comes from the OJIBWE language/people (18th century). I use this word with 

respect to my own OJIBWE (Mic’Mac) ancestors and ask you, too.  

“Totem” means sacred symbol, object or animal/guide shared by tribe, 

cultural group or individual who/that is there “for life“ – and has a deep 

connection to your soul’s signature – who may show up at a specific, pivotal 

moment in your life due to a lesson or direction needed. You can try to use 

Native American mythology, Tarot, ancient Kabbalah or other traditions to 

“make sense” of the animal spirit guides that show up in your life, but, 

ultimately, it is only understood through DIRECT RELATIONSHIP & PRAYER, 

unique to you. You will know, and it will come regardless of ancestry or 

location, as animal spirits travel across all dimensions, times and spaces. Do 

treat any “foreign” interpretation (Not your own, an elder’s, another’ cultures) 

with utmost respect, and always trust your judgement over all others in the 

way of “meaning” spirit. A’ho. 

 

 

BEFORE PRAYER OR DURING NEW MOON CEREMONY 

Create cleansed, sacred space. Enter the “zone of tranquility” with 

breathwork, prayer, meditation, nature walk- whatever you need to get in a 

clean, clear space. Then, speak out loud… 
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PRAYER 

 

Oh, great animal kingdom and spirit realm helpers, 

Bring me a guide  

Of divine, loving light 

In alignment with this lineage of living light 

And my sacred medicine path. 

Show the way, 

Let me enter the zone of tranquility 

And speed up my recovery as human,  

As being of light, 

 As sage. 

 

I call in my sacred medicine  

Here today 

With all my relations  

Around my bed. 

(pause in heart breath) 

Let me have eyes to see, 

Ears to listen 

And a heart to feel. 

(sit/wait/listen/deep meditation music or deep prayer in nature will assist) 

 

 

I call in my Sacred Medicine, 

Please hear me now 

Listen to my soul 

And to me speaking out loud 

My deepest needs (speak out loud the sign or need looking to be fulfilled), 

What it is that is needed 

At this time. 

 

Thank you, dear beloved, 

For coming to me  

At this time of great awakening. 

Amen. A’ho. Awashtwe. 

 

(It should take 2-3 weeks for full integration of this prayer. What do I mean by 

“full integration”? Listen to the signs, synchronicities, your already existing 
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animal friends. They will show. Your totem animal guide will appear in more 

than one form – and not always as animal. Be well. The message will be clear.) 

 


